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Abstract: We introduce a novel magnetoplasmonic sensor concept for sensitive detection of refractive index changes. The sensor consists of a periodic array of Ni/SiO₂/Au dimer nanodisks. Combined effects of near-field interactions between the Ni and Au disks within the individual dimers and far-field diffraction coupling between the dimers of the array produce narrow linewidth features in the magneto-optical Faraday spectrum. We associate these features with the excitation of surface lattice resonances and show that they exhibit a spectral shift when the refractive index of the surrounding environment is varied. Because the resonances are sharp, refractive index changes are accurately detected by tracking the wavelength where the Faraday signal crosses 0. Compared to random distributions of pure Ni nanodisks or Ni/SiO₂/Au dimers or periodic arrays of Ni nanodisks, the sensing figure of merit of the hybrid magnetoplasmonic array is more than one order of magnitude larger.
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1 Introduction

Label-free plasmonic biosensors exploit surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) at metal/dielectric interfaces or localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in metallic nanostructures [1–5]. Both sensing approaches record molecular binding events between the target analyte and its corresponding receptor on the metal surface by monitoring shifts of the plasmon resonance condition in optical transmission or reflection spectra. The measurement sensitivity (S), often defined as the shift of the plasmon resonance peak (Δλ) upon small changes of the embedding medium refractive index (Δn), is especially large for SPP sensors because their slowly decaying electromagnetic field probes large volumes of the dielectric environment. On the other hand, strong confinement of electromagnetic fields to 30–40 nm above the surface of metal nanoparticles offers good surface sensitivity to local changes of the refractive index, enabling label-free molecular-level detection in LSPR-based sensors [6–9]. Other advantages of nanostructured plasmonic sensors include high spatial resolution, size-based selectivity, small footprint, and the ability to tailor the sensing performance by altering the size or shape of the metal nanostructures. Besides sensitivity, the detection limit of plasmonic biosensors depends on the resonance line width. The figure-of-merit (FoM) is usually defined as the sensitivity divided by the full width at half maximum of the plasmon resonance peak. Nanostructure design [6] and phase-sensitive detection schemes [9] can be used to enhance the sensing FoM.

Ferromagnetic metals also support the excitation of surface plasmon resonances [10–12]. In ferromagnetic nanoparticles, spin-orbit coupling results in the excitation of two LSPRs, one along the direction of the incident electric field and the second induced orthogonally to the first and the direction of magnetization [13]. The amplitude and phase relations of these two LSPRs determine the magneto-optical response of a ferromagnetic nanoparticle, i.e. the rotation and ellipticity of light polarization upon transmission or reflection. Phase-sensitive detection of the magneto-optical signal provides a sensitive method for biosensing at the molecular level, as recently demonstrated for cylindrical Ni nanoantennas [14].

Ordering of plasmonic nanoparticles into a regular array can improve the FoM. In this geometry, hybridization between LSPRs and the diffracted order of the array...
produces narrow line width surface lattice resonances (SLRs) in transmittance and reflectance spectra [15–18]. In the realm of noble-metal plasmonic sensors, various implementations of this approach have been studied [19–21]. Recently, the excitation of SLRs in arrays of ferromagnetic nickel nanoparticles was demonstrated [22]. The magneto-optical activity of an ordered ferromagnetic array is larger than that of randomly distributed nanoparticles, and it tunes sensitively with the period and symmetry of the lattice [22–24] or the size or shape of the nanoparticles [25]. The ability to compensate for intrinsic damping via the excitation of SLR modes offers new perspectives for refractive index sensing based on magnetoplasmonic architectures.

The integration of noble metals in hybrid magnetoplasmonic nanostructures can also reduce the linewidth of the spectral features in magneto-optical signals. Examples of such structures include noble metal-ferromagnetic multilayers [26–29], metallic sandwich-structure nanodisks [30, 31], and magnetic garnet films with integrated noble metal nanoparticles [32, 33] or gratings [34]. In all these realizations, the magnetic constituent is in direct contact with the noble metal. Dimer nanodisks wherein a dielectric layer separates the ferromagnet and noble metal [31, 35, 36] and composite arrays of pure ferromagnetic and noble metal nanoparticles [24] have also been explored.

Here, we present a direct experimental comparison between the refractive index sensing capabilities of LSPRs in pure Ni and Ni/SiO2/Au dimer nanodisks and SLRs in ordered arrays of these two particle types. Changes in the dielectric environment are recorded by phase-sensitive detection of the magneto-optical signal. We test the sensing performance over a large refractive index range by performing measurements in air, water, and index-matching oil (n = 1.33, and 1.52) and find that the FoM is matching oil (n = 1.33, and 1.52) and find that the FoM is

\[ \text{FoM} = \frac{\alpha}{\Delta n} \]

where \( \alpha \) is the magneto-optical activity of an ordered ferromagnetic array larger than that of randomly distributed nanoparticles, and it tunes sensitively with the period and symmetry of the lattice [22–24] or the size or shape of the nanoparticles [25]. The ability to compensate for intrinsic damping via the excitation of SLR modes offers new perspectives for refractive index sensing based on magnetoplasmonic architectures.

The optical and magneto-optical spectra of the samples were measured in transmission geometry using a Faraday spectrometer (see Figure S1 of the Supplementary Material). The transmission configuration was intentionally chosen because it facilitates easier integration with microfluidics, lab on chip platforms, etc., in practical sensing applications. We used linearly polarized light at normal incidence and recorded the Faraday signal using polarizing optics, a photoelastic modulator, and lock-in amplification. During measurements, an out-of-plane magnetic field of \( \pm 400 \) mT was applied to saturate the magnetization of the Ni nanodisks. Here we focus on the use of Faraday rotation, i.e. the rotation of linear polarized light upon transmission, as sensitive probe for refractive index changes. Faraday ellipticity spectra of our samples are provided in the Supplementary Material.

LSPRs in an individual Ni/SiO2/Au nanodisk can be interpreted as oscillating electric dipoles. Near the plasmon resonance condition, electric dipoles are directly excited in the Ni and Au nanodisks along the polarization axis of incident light (\( d_{x-Ni} \) and \( d_{x-Au} \) in the schematic illustration of Figure 1C). If the magnetization in Ni is oriented perpendicular to the disk by an external magnetic field, an orthogonal electric dipole is also excited along the y axis because of spin-orbit interactions (\( d_{y-Ni} \)). The magnitude of this so-called magneto-optical dipole is typically 100–500 times smaller than the electric dipole along the x axis [13]. Finally, near-field coupling between the Ni and Au nanodisks induces an orthogonal electric dipole in Au (\( d_{y-Au} \)). Taking phase retardation between the electric dipoles in the Ni (upper) and Au (lower) disks into account, the total electric dipole along x and y can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
|d_{x,y}| &= |d_{x,y-Ni}| + d_{x,y-Au} | \Rightarrow |d_{x,y-Ni}| + |d_{x,y-Au}| \cos \alpha_{x,y} \\
&+ 2|d_{x,y-Ni}|d_{x,y-Au}| \cos \alpha_{x,y} \sum \end{align*}
\]

where \( \alpha_{x,y} \) indicates the phase difference between the electric dipoles in Ni and Au. The amplitude and phase relations of the four dipoles determine the optical and magneto-optical response of the Ni/SiO2/Au dimer in
the far field [31, 35, 36]. In transmission geometry, the excitation of two orthogonal electric dipoles near the plasmon resonance condition causes the polarization of linearly polarized incident light to rotate and become elliptical. The Faraday angle is then defined as \( \Phi = \theta + i \epsilon \), where \( \theta \) is the rotation and \( \epsilon \) is the ellipticity of transmitted light.

We first discuss the sensing performance of random distributions of pure Ni nanoparticles and Ni/SiO\(_2\)/Au dimers. In this case, the optical transmission and Faraday spectra reflect the averaged response of the individual particles. Figure 2A shows the optical transmittance for pure Ni. A broad minimum in the transmittance spectrum is measured in air (black curve), water (blue curve), and index matching oil (red curve). The minimum, which we identify with the excitation of a LSPR mode, red-shifts when the refractive index of the surrounding medium is increased. Transmittance spectra for random Ni/SiO\(_2\)/Au dimers also show a red shift (Figure 2B). In this geometry, hybridization between a damped LSPR mode in Ni and a lower-loss resonance in Au narrows the plasmon peak. Faraday rotation data for both samples are shown in Figure 2C and D, respectively. The Faraday rotation \( \theta \) changes sign at a characteristic wavelength \( \lambda_\theta \) for all dielectric environments. We use phase-sensitive detection of this nulling condition as a measure of refractive index changes. Analogous to conventional noble-metal biosensors, the sensitivity of our magnetoplasmonic nanostructures is defined as \( S = \Delta \lambda_\theta / \Delta n \). Comparing both data sets, we find larger spectral shifts of \( \lambda_\theta \) and, thus, higher sensitivity for pure Ni nanoparticles compared to Ni/SiO\(_2\)/Au dimers (304 nm/RIU vs. 171 nm/RIU). However, the measurement accuracy depends also on the sharpness of the spectral feature that is used to track the refractive index change. In noble-metal plasmonic sensors, this is the resonance width. Since we infer changes in refractive index by monitoring the wavelength of zero Faraday rotation, the measurement accuracy depends on the slope \( d\theta/d\lambda \) at \( \lambda_\theta \). According to literature, we therefore define the FoM of our magnetoplasmonic nanoparticles as \( \text{FoM} = S \times |d\theta/d\lambda| \) [37]. Fitting the slope of the Faraday rotation (Figure 2E) and multiplying by the sensitivity gives an average FoM of 1.4 mrad/RIU for the dimer structures. Despite better sensitivity, the FoM of the pure Ni nanoparticles is the same. Thus, for individual (i.e. non-interacting) nanoparticles, hybridization between the LSPRs of Ni and Au nanodisks enhances the measurement accuracy, but this improvement is entirely compensated by a reduction in sensor sensitivity.

Given that the sensitivity seems to be determined mostly by the individual nanoparticles, the best way to
improve the sensing performance is by designing sharper spectral features, i.e. by increasing $d\theta/d\lambda$, with no or only limited reduction of $S$. This notion motivated us to turn our attention towards SLRs in periodic nanoparticle arrays. Figure 3 shows the transmittance and Faraday rotation of square arrays containing pure Ni nanoparticles (left) and Ni/SiO$_2$/Au dimers (right). SLRs arise from in-plane diffractive coupling of scattered fields from individual particles in the lattice. These collective modes can be described as the interference between a broad LSPR and a narrow resonance given by the diffracted order (DO) of the array. The $<1,0>$ DO is normally observed as a sharp maximum in the transmittance spectrum at $\lambda_{DO} = na$. At slightly larger wavelength, the excitation of

Figure 3: Optical and magneto-optical spectra of nanoparticle arrays.
(A, B, E, F) Transmittance and (C, D, G, H) Faraday rotation of periodic arrays of Ni nanoparticles (left panels) and periodic arrays of Ni/SiO$_2$/Au dimers (right panels), measured in air (black curves), water (blue curves), and index matching oil (red curves). Data for a lattice parameter of $a = 400$ nm and $a = 500$ nm are shown. The dashed vertical lines in the lower panels indicate the Faraday rotation nulling condition for the different dielectric environments.
an asymmetrical SLR mode causes an increase of optical absorption. The wavelength of maximum absorption ($\lambda_{\text{SLR}}$), i.e. minimal transmittance, and the SLR line shape depend sensitively on the lattice parameter and the particle diameter or, in other words, the difference between $\lambda_{\text{DO}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{LSPR}}$. For noble-metal plasmonic nanoparticles, it has been shown that $\lambda_{\text{DO}} = \lambda_{\text{LSPR}}$ maximizes the FoM [19].

If we first focus on the transmittance of Ni nanoparticle arrays (Figure 3A and B), we note that a clear DO resonance and narrow SLR mode are only measured if the particles are immersed in index matching oil. We attribute this observation to reflections from the interfaces between different refractive index layers in the air- and water-exposed systems, causing interferences that reduce constructive (SLR) or destructive (DO) far-field coupling between the nanoparticles of the array. For arrays with Ni/SiO$_2$/Au dimers, the situation is much better (Figure 3E and F). In this case, DO resonances and SLR modes are also visible in the transmittance spectra of the samples with inhomogeneous glass/air or glass/water dielectric environments. Thereby, even if in principle both systems would benefit from the excitation of SLRs, the incorporation of Au nanodisks in the dimer nanoparticles stabilizes collective lattice resonances via a strong enhancement of the scattered fields from the individual particles of the lattice (LSPRs). This ability to maintain SLRs over a wide refractive index range is essential for label-free biosensing.

The efficient excitation of a narrow SLR mode in Ni/SiO$_2$/Au dimer arrays also enhances the magneto-optical response and sharpens its spectral features. Compared to the pure Ni lattices (Figure 3C and D) or random Ni/SiO$_2$/Au dimers (Figure 2D), the Faraday rotation of the Ni/SiO$_2$/Au dimer arrays (Figure 3G and H) is larger, and the crossing of the nulling condition is much more abrupt. From the measurements we derive $S = 191$ nm/RIU and $S = 211$ nm/RIU for lattices with $a = 400$ nm and $a = 500$ nm, respectively, which is slightly larger than the sensitivity of individual dimer nanodisks. The big gain in magnetoplasmonic sensing performance is, however, due to a strong increase of $\lambda_{\theta}/\lambda_{\text{LSPR}}$ at $\lambda_{\theta}$. As a result, the average FoM increases to 6.4 mrad/RIU for a lattice constant of $a = 400$ nm and an even larger 15.1 mrad/RIU for $a = 500$ nm. The latter value is more than one order of magnitude larger than that of random Ni/SiO$_2$/Au dimers. The improved sensing performance of the dimer array with larger lattice constant follows the design rule that states that sharper SLRs are attained when the spectral separation between $\lambda_{\text{DO}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{LSPR}}$ is reduced. For dimers in index matching oil $\lambda_{\text{DO}}(400$ nm$) = 608$ nm, $\lambda_{\text{DO}}(500$ nm$) = 760$ nm, and $\lambda_{\text{LSPR}} = 850$ nm (Figure 2B). These numbers suggest that the magneto-optical sensing performance can be improved further by adjusting the lattice parameter to a value where the condition $\lambda_{\text{DO}} = \lambda_{\text{LSPR}}$ is achieved. This ability to tailor the FoM via lattice design is particularly interesting for applications that require sensitive detection of refractive index changes around a specific value of $n$.

Table 1 summarizes the sensing parameters of all magnetoplasmonic samples. From the Faraday rotation data it is clear that pure Ni nanoparticle arrays exhibit a FoM that is comparable to random Ni nanoparticles or Ni/SiO$_2$/Au dimers. Strong enhancements of the sensing performance are only attained when Au nanodisks in the dimer structures assist in the excitation of narrow SLRs. We note that similar FoMs are achieved if the nulling condition of the Faraday ellipticity ($\lambda_{\theta}$) rather than the Faraday rotation ($\lambda$) is used to measure refractive index changes. For an overview of Faraday ellipticity spectra and corresponding sensing parameters, we refer to the Supplementary Material. As a last consideration, we plot the wavelength of zero Faraday rotation and the FoM as a function of refractive index in Figure 4. From these data it is clear that the response of $\lambda_{\theta}$ to refractive index changes in the range $n=1.00$–$1.52$ is approximately linear and that strong enhancements of the FoM are realized over the entire

### Table 1: Sensitivity ($S$), absolute value of $d\theta/d\lambda$, and FoM extracted from Faraday rotation measurements on all samples in air, water, and index matching oil.

| $S$ (nm/RIU) | $|d\theta/d\lambda|$ (mrad/nm) | FoM (mrad/RIU) | FoM (mrad/RIU) |
|--------------|-------------------------------|----------------|----------------|
|              | Air | Water | Oil | Air | Water | Oil | |
| Single Ni-Au dimer | 171 | 0.010 | 0.008 | 0.007 | 1.7 | 1.4 | 1.2 | 1.4 |
| Ni-Au lattice (400 nm) | 191 | 0.040 | 0.020 | 0.040 | 7.3 | 3.8 | 7.6 | 6.2 |
| Ni-Au lattice (500 nm) | 211 | 0.060 | 0.070 | 0.090 | 12.7 | 13.7 | 19.0 | 15.0 |
| Single Ni disc | 304 | 0.004 | 0.006 | 0.004 | 1.2 | 1.7 | 1.2 | 1.4 |
| Ni lattice (400 nm) | 155 | 0.005 | 0.009 | 0.010 | 0.7 | 1.3 | 1.1 | 1.0 |
| Ni lattice (500 nm) | 130 | 0.007 | 0.010 | 0.010 | 0.9 | 1.3 | 1.6 | 1.3 |

The average sensing FoM measured over a large refractive index range of $n=1.00$–$1.52$ is shown on the right.
refractive index range for periodic arrays of Ni/SiO₂/Au dimers, especially if \( a = 500 \text{ nm} \).

The linear response of \( \lambda_\theta \) to refractive index changes is explained by the fact that the plasmon resonance of the Ni nanoparticles occurs when the real part of the denominator in the expression of particle polarizability, \( \varepsilon_\text{Ni}(\lambda) - 2 \varepsilon_\text{d} \), is 0. Since the dielectric constant of Ni in the visible range \( (\varepsilon_\text{Ni})(\lambda) \) varies approximately linearly with wavelength [38], the nulling condition of the Faraday rotation, which is directly linked to the spectral position of the plasmon resonance, shifts linearly with the dielectric constant of the surrounding environment \( (\varepsilon_\text{d}) \). Based on this linear response, we can provide a theoretical estimate of the ultimate refractometric sensing resolution (limit of detection) of our magnetoplasmonic structures. As a starting point, we consider the sensitivity of a magneto-optical measurement setup. With modulation-based detection and good polarizers, a Faraday rotation (or ellipticity) of \( \sim 10 \text{ nrad} \) is detectable from the noise level. The bandwidth of lock-in amplification is typically 1–10 Hz for integration times of 100 ms to 1 s typically utilized in measurements, which gives a detection sensitivity of 10–30 nrad. From this, the minimum detectable spectral shift of the nulling point \( (\Delta \lambda_{\text{null}}) \) is estimated as \( (10–30 \text{ nrad})/(\Delta \theta/\Delta \lambda) \). Using a value of \( \Delta \theta/\Delta \lambda = 0.07 \text{ mrad/nm} \) for Ni/SiO₂/Au dimers in a lattice with \( a = 500 \text{ nm} \), we find \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{null min}} = 1.4–4.2 \times 10^{-4} \text{ nm} \). Thus, for the same lattice, we derive a minimum detectable RIU \( (\Delta \lambda_{\text{null}})/(S) \) of \( 6 \times 10^{-7} \) to \( 2 \times 10^{-6} \) RIU. The estimated ultimate sensing resolution of our magnetoplasmonic structures is comparable to the best reported limit of detection of LSPR-based refractometric sensors, which is of the order of \( 10^{-7}–10^{-6} \) RIU [20, 39]. This is remarkable if one considers that only about 14% of the surface is covered by Ni/SiO₂/Au dimers. Detection of the nulling point in magneto-optical spectra does not require the subtraction of a measured baseline, which can be considered as an advantage over noble-metal SPP sensors because they do not exhibit such self-referencing capability. Since our measurement setup is not optimal (e.g. the supercontinuum laser is rather noisy), we also derive the limit of detection in our experiments. Based on a noise level of \( \sim 5 \mu\text{rad} \) in the Faraday measurements (Figure 2E), we find a detectable RIU of \( 4 \times 10^{-4} \) for Ni/SiO₂/Au dimers in a lattice with a periodicity of 500 nm. This sensing resolution is comparable to the best results reported using noble-metal SLR structures [20]. Based on this analysis, we conclude that our work provides a clear path towards high-resolution refractive index sensing using magnetoplasmonics.

In our experiments, we systematically compare the sensing performance of magnetoplasmonic metamaterials and probe the influence of far-field diffractive coupling between nanoparticles in an ordered array and the effect of near-field coupling between Ni and Au nanodisks at the single particle level. While the FoMs of our structures do not outperform those of plasmonic sensors based on noble metals (see e.g. Ref. [20]), one should be careful in comparing FoM numbers directly because definitions vary. Importantly, the limit of detection of a refractive index sensor does not only depend on the FoM but also on the measurement method (see discussion above). In the analysis of our results, we considered raw magneto-optical measurement data without any normalization or other post-processing. The key advantage of our magnetoplasmonic approach is the combination of intrinsic phase-sensitivity and the tracking of a well-defined nulling condition (Faraday rotation or ellipticity), enabling refractometric sensing with very small detection limits.

On a more general level, we also find it instructive to compare magnetoplasmonic sensing concepts that exploit SPPs in metallic multilayers [40] and our SLR-based ferromagnetic nanoparticle arrays. In the Kretschmann configuration, the sensing FoM depends on a magneto-optical modulation of the SPP wave vector and the SPP propagation length. The same holds for noble metal/magneto-optical dielectric bilayers [37]. In both types of structures, the SPP propagation length, and thus intrinsic or radiative losses,
determines the spectral width of the SPP resonance and the sensing FoM. In contrast, the resonance width of SLR modes in magnetoplasmonic nanoparticle arrays are not strictly limited by high ohmic losses in the ferromagnets. Here, the shape and size of the individual nanoparticles and lattice parameters can be utilized to design sharp resonances in magneto-optical spectra [22–25]. The improved sensing performance of arrays with a lattice constant of 500 nm compared to those with \( a = 400 \) nm in this study is a clear manifestation of this effect.

3 Conclusions

We have shown that ordered arrays of Ni/SiO\(_2\)/Au dimer nanodisks offer sensitive magnetoplasmonic detection of refractive index changes. Whereas the sensing performances of random distributions of pure Ni nanoparticles and Ni/SiO\(_2\)/Au dimers are similar, the integration of Au at the single-particle level of ordered dimer arrays is instrumental in establishing robust and spectrally narrow SLRs in non-uniform dielectric environments. As a result, the sensing FoM of dimer arrays is drastically enhanced compared to that of pure Ni nanoparticle arrays. The improved performance is mainly caused by the sharp spectral features of the SLR mode, enabling more accurate measurements of the Faraday nulling condition. Tuning of the SLR resonance condition via a variation of the lattice constant provides a versatile way of maximizing the magnetoplasmonic sensing FoM for specific applications.

4 Methods

We prepared the samples on glass substrates using electron beam lithography. After spin-coating a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) solution and baking at 180°C for 1 min, the pattern was defined by exposing the resist layer to the electron beam. We developed the PMMA in a 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK):isopropanol (IPA) solution. Samples with pure Ni nanoparticles were fabricated by magnetron sputtering of a 30-nm-thick Ni layer and lift-off. For dimer samples, we first grew a 30-nm-thick Au layer using electron beam evaporation on a 1-nm-thick Ti adhesion layer. After this, the samples were transferred to a magnetron sputtering system for the deposition of 40 nm SiO\(_2\) (radio frequency sputtering from a SiO\(_2\) target) and the growth of 30 nm of Ni. We used SEM and atomic force microscopy to determine the particle diameters. The disks that were in contact with the glass substrate (Ni in pure Ni nanoparticles and Au in the dimers) had a diameter of 150 nm. The diameter of the Ni nanodisks in the dimer nanoparticles was about 130 nm.

Optical transmission and Faraday rotation and ellipticity measurements were conducted with a Faraday spectrometer. The setup consisted of a broadband supercontinuum laser (SuperK EXW-12 laser with acoustooptical filter from NKT Photonics, Denmark), polarizing (Glann-Thompson prism from CVI MellesGriot, Netherlands) and focusing optics, a photoelastic modulator (Hinds Instruments I/FS50, Portland, OR, USA), and a photodetector. The wavelength of the laser was tuned between 500 nm and 1000 nm. We used linear polarized light at normal incidence. During measurements, a ±400 mT field from an electromagnet (model 3470 from GMW, San Carlos, CA, USA) switched the magnetization of the Ni nanodisks between the two perpendicular directions. The Faraday rotation and ellipticity were simultaneously recorded by lock-in amplification of the modulated signal at 50 kHz and 100 kHz. To measure the sensitivity and FoM of the nanoparticle samples over a large refractive index range, we performed measurements in air, water, and index-matching oil (\( n = 1.33 \) and \( 1.52 \)). A front cover glass was used to embed the nanoparticles in water and oil. As a reference, we measured the transmittance of the samples in an area without nanoparticles.
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